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ABSTRACT 

Much attention has been paid to Computer Simulation and Modelling (CSM) in the 

research circles of construction over the last sixty years. However, it has not been widely 

adopted within the construction industry. In this paper, we explore theoretically the 

potential of the integration between CSM, the Last Planner System (LPS) and Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) to accelerate the uptake of CSM in the construction 

industry. To do so, a review of the literature to identify the synergies between CSM, LPS 

and BIM was undertaken, where it was found that little research has been done associated 

with their integration and linkages as a whole. We found that an explicit integration of 

these three domains has the potential to enhance and accelerate the adoption of CSM in 

construction as it provides the opportunity to engage construction project stakeholders 

towards CSM, focusing on domain-specific characteristics and recent advancements of 

construction management. Based on our review, we propose five research questions to 

guide the development of a domain-specific construction simulation framework to be 

considered in future research.     

KEYWORDS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Computer Simulation and Modeling (CSM), understood as the “experimentation with a 

simplified imitation (on a computer) of an operations system as it progresses through 

time, for better understanding and/or improving that system” (Robinson 2014), has been 

investigated by construction researchers since 1960 (AbouRizk et al. 2011).  In general, 
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CSM enables a better understanding of the system under study and supports its 

improvement (Robinson 2014). CSM also helps to recognize problem areas and provides 

feasible solutions at low-cost and low-pressure (AbouRizk et al. 2011). CSM as a 

decision-support tool has been widely applied in different domains, such as healthcare 

(Salleh et al. 2017), the military (Jnitova et al. 2017) and manufacturing (Jeon and Kim 

2016). However, the extent to which CSM has been used within the construction domain 

has been limited compared to other domains (Abdelmegid et al. 2020).  

Despite all the attention that CSM has gained in construction academic circles in the 

last sixty years, the uptake of CSM in practice is still very limited. In that regard, 

Abdelmegid et al. (2020) has identified a number of barriers to adopting CSM within the 

construction industry, including lack of simulation knowledge among construction 

practitioners, nature and amount of data required for CSM, dynamic and risky nature of 

construction operations, and the temporary and unique nature of construction projects. 

These authors determined that these barriers fall into four main categories: (1) nature of 

construction projects; (2) simulation technology; (3) industry practitioners; (4) simulation 

research within the construction domain. Recent research about the integration of CSM 

and Building Information Modeling (BIM) (Lu and Olofsson, 2014; Jeong et al. 2016), 

and CSM and the Last Planner System (LPS) (Hamzeh et al. 2016; Abdelmegid et al. 

2019) provides evidence for opening up new research avenues to explore the potential of 

the integration CSM-BIM-LPS with the aim of easing the acceptance of CSM by using 

well-known IT and lean-driven tools and methods in construction. BIM creates a digital 

and data platform for increased collaboration between project participants that facilitates 

the exchange and reuse of project information (Sacks et al. 2018). LPS is a lean-based 

production planning and control system for construction projects. Its implementation 

helps to improve the reliability of planning as well as decreasing the variability of the 

workflow (Ballard 2000; Gonzalez et al. 2008; Toledo et al. 2016). Therefore, it can be 

argued that if the implementation of CSM is linked with BIM and LPS, some of the 

barriers to CSM adoption in construction could be further alleviated. Also, developing a 

domain-specific CSM framework that integrates BIM and LPS facilitates the use of CSM 

in construction and enables more effective project production decision-making. As a 

result, the full potential of CSM can be brought to the construction industry, as has been 

done in other domains. 

Accordingly, this paper’s aim is to explore the possibility of developing a domain-

specific CSM framework that integrates BIM, LPS with computer simulation. To reveal 

the existing links between them, a review of the literature was conducted within the 

Scopus database using combinations of the following keywords: “last planner system”, 

“building information model”, “computer simulation” within the Titles, Abstracts, and 

keywords.  Forward and backward snowballing sampling was also used to ensure the 

inclusivity of the results. Moreover, research profiles of key authors in the construction 

field was considered for selecting relevant sources. A preliminary CSM framework was 

developed based on the review results.  

BACKGROUND  

In this section, we briefly introduce BIM, LPS and CSM. 

BIM 

BIM is a technology that consists of techniques and processes based on the utilization or 

sharing of digital information among stakeholders in a construction project (Hochscheid 
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and Halin 2019). It enhances the communication between all stakeholders in a 

construction project through a centralized model (Gerges et al. 2019). Eynon (2016) 

reports that this digital information is consistent, classified and coherent, and this alone 

reduces waste in a team’s efforts, as information is coming from a verified source and is 

being used consistently. Also, Sun et al. (2017) state that BIM can be used in several 

stages in the construction project life-cycle creating significant benefits for stakeholders 

and society. Many BIM functions that can be used in all stages in a construction project 

have been discussed in recent literature (Eastman et al. 2011; Sacks et al. 2010; Oskouie 

et al.  2012; Sacks et al. 2018). However, according to a survey conducted by Gholizadeh 

et al. (2018), 3D visualization, clash detection and constructability analysis are the most 

widely adopted BIM functions. 4D scheduling and 5D cost estimation are also being 

increasingly adopted by construction practitioners. Therefore, we consider these BIM 

functions as the point of departure to propose our conceptual methodology.  

LPS 

LPS is a production planning and control system based on lean principles that helps 

practitioners to manage uncertainties (Hamzeh et al. 2019). LPS mainly consists of five 

stages: Master Production Schedule (MPS), Phase Schedule, Lookahead Plan, Weekly 

Work Plan and Learning (Ballard 2000). Nikhil et al. (2017) state that LPS is based on a 

bottom-up approach, whereas traditional project management uses the top-down 

approach. To optimize the planning and execution of the construction operations, LPS 

supports with the “pull” system (Heigermoser et al. 2019). Gonzalez et al. (2008) found 

that improving the reliability of planning using LPS enhances project performance.  

CSM 

Al-Kaissy et al. (2019) reviewed CSM methods used in construction research and found 

that three simulation paradigms have been used: Discrete Event Simulation (DES), 

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) and System Dynamics (SD). The use of hybrid simulation 

paradigms has also been discussed in construction literature (Naraghi et al. 2017; Bokor 

et al. 2019). Moreover, simulation-based optimization is becoming a popular topic among 

construction researchers nowadays (González et al. 2009; Zaki et al. 2019).  A simulation 

study typically involves four phases: (1) conceptual modeling; (2) model development; 

(3) experimentation; and (4) implementation (Robinson 2014).  

Conceptual Modelling 

Robinson (2008) defines conceptual modeling for CSM as “a non-software specific 

description of the computer simulation model (that will be, is or has been developed), 

describing the objectives, inputs, outputs, content, assumptions and simplifications of the 

model”. Also, this is the initial and most important step of a simulation study, where a 

model is abstracted from a proposed or real system. Within this phase, modelers recognize 

what has to be modeled and how the modeling is accomplished.   

Model Development 

This is the process of converting the conceptual modeling into the computer model 

(Robinson 2014). It can be done using appropriate simulation software or language. 

Experimentation 

During this phase, model inputs are changed to find the best alternative, and further 

analyses of simulation output can be done according to requirements. 
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Implementation 

This is the final step of a simulation study during which recommendations are made based 

on the best alternatives selected from the experimentation stage. Next, those 

recommendations are implemented, and the results of the implementations monitored for 

further improvements of the simulation-based decision-making process. 

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN BIM, LPS AND CSM 

The following sections discuss the studies that have been conducted during the past two 

decades on the integration of BIM, LPS and CSM within the construction domain. 

LPS WITH BIM 

Several studies on the use of BIM for improving the performance of LPS can be found in 

the recent construction literature. For example, Bhatla and Leite (2004) conducted a study 

to highlight waste reduction in lean construction and to increase collaboration with the 

project stakeholders. They presented a framework that integrated BIM with LPS at Master 

Schedule Level, Lookahead Planning and Weekly Work Planning. The importance of 

using 4D scheduling, BIM coordination meetings, clash detection of BIM functions have 

been highlighted within their framework. Garrido et al. (2015) demonstrated the 

applicability of a framework in two residential projects that integrates BIM and LPS. In 

this framework, they highlighted several interactions between BIM and LPS functions, 

namely: 4D model with the Master Plan; Request for Information (RFI) and clash 

detection with Lookahead Planning; systematic registration of demands for information 

with the Weekly Work Plan. The usefulness of a BIM information repository is clearly 

highlighted here.  Tillmann and Sargent (2016) presented the advantages of integrating 

LPS with BIM for mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fire protection functions. Toledo 

et al (2016) also presented a Lean-BIM planning framework linking LPS with BIM for 

enhancing the performance of construction project management. They emphasized the 

importance of 4D model and RFI for the Lookahead Planning and Weekly Work Plan 

within the LPS.  The framework was validated through a comparison of two case studies: 

one with only LPS, and one with both BIM and LPS. By integrating LPS with 3D 

visualization capabilities in BIM technology, Heigermoser et al. (2019) proposed a tool 

for managing construction operations, with their aim being to enhance productivity and 

diminish construction waste. Accordingly, the literature shows that that there are 

significant impacts of synergy between LPS and BIM in construction management. Also, 

it could be concluded that 3D visualization, 4D scheduling and clash detection were the 

most used BIM functions contributing to improving the performance of LPS. 

LPS WITH CSM 

During the past decade, several studies have been conducted using CSM to highlight the 

importance of the Lookahead Planning of LPS  (Hamzeh et al. 2015; Hamzeh et al. 2016). 

They assessed the relationship between Task Made Ready (TMR), Percentage Plan 

Completed (PPC) and duration of a project. They discovered that the overall duration of 

a project can be reduced while at the same time improving PPC and enhancing the 

performance of Lookahead Planning. Abou-Ibrahim et al.  (2019) investigated the impact 

of capacity planning on the duration and cost of a construction project using CSM. 

Capacity planning is an extremely important task in the Lookahead Planning when 

matching tasks workload (e.g. scheduled work) with the available resources (e.g. labor 

capacity). They discovered that both the selection of the method of capacity planning and 
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the nature of the project significantly affect the cost and duration of the project. 

Furthermore, they reported that awareness of the characteristics of a project enhances the 

balance between the work quantity and the capacity. Abdelmegid et al. (2019) introduced 

a framework linking different stages of LPS and the conceptual modeling phase of the 

CSM process that can be used as a support tool for the effective implementation of LPS. 

Accordingly, the above-mentioned studies highlight the importance of the use of CSM 

for optimum decision making within the LPS.  

BIM WITH CSM 

During the last decade, several attempts have been made by construction academia to 

combine BIM with CSM to enhance the performance of the construction operations 

(Konig et al. 2012; Lu and Olofsson, 2014; Liu et al. 2015; Jeong et al. 2016). König et 

al. (2012) presented an intelligent approach to providing inputs for a simulation model by 

linking it to BIM, which handles modifications and various alternatives. In this approach, 

the accuracy of the interdependencies between activities can be checked and visually 

highlighted. Lu and Olofsson (2014) introduced an integrated BIM and DES framework 

including a dynamic database from which the DES model intelligently reads data. This 

framework significantly reduces the manual work related to the development and 

maintenance of the DES model. Also, it provides the opportunity to assess the 

performance of construction related to different designs, resource allocations and 

alternative use of construction methods without adjusting the simulation model. Liu et al. 

(2015) developed an automated construction planning approach focusing on off-site 

construction. A purpose-built simulation template providing a BIM-based interface was 

developed for efficient information exchange between the BIM model and the DES model 

for production lines. Jeong et al. (2016) presented a framework, aimed at improving the 

planning reliability, integrating BIM and CSM to predict productivity dynamics during 

the construction planning stage. This allows for adjusting construction plans with the 

updates of the BIM model. Also, this framework is applicable whenever  delays occur 

and resources are changed, as activities are expressed in more detail. Osorio et al. (2018) 

also developed a simulator prototype integrating BIM and DES within a commercial 

game engine, thus enabling visualization capabilities that allow the user to interact in the 

3D environment and gain a better understanding of the project. This tool uses DES to 

model the construction process and BIM to represent the physical characteristics of the 

project. However, this approach is limited to only a single construction activity and a 

limited number of experimental factors. These studies have shown the possibility of 

combining CSM with BIM by analysing specific areas of synergy. Accordingly, the use 

of BIM as an information repository for simulating a construction process has been 

highlighted. The literature also indicates the importance of using 3D visualization for a 

better understanding of the simulation results. 

LINKING BIM, LPS WITH CSM  

It is evident that there are explicit synergies between BIM, LPS, and CSM with the 

potential for enhancing the overall productivity of construction operations. We argue that 

a construction simulation framework that integrates BIM and LPS is useful to properly 

establishing those synergies. This to a great extent results in eliminating barriers to the 

adoption of CSM within the construction domain and improving the effectiveness of 

production decision-making in construction projects.  
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Figure 1 shows the preliminary CSM framework that integrates BIM and LPS in 

different phases of a construction project. For the development of this framework, we 

consider the following stages in a construction project: conceptualization, initial design, 

detail design and construction. We argue that the important BIM functions and the 

components of LPS implemented within these stages can be usefully linked to CSM.   

Furthermore, although there are a large number of BIM functions associated with a 

construction project (Sacks et al. 2018), we use 3D visualization, 4D scheduling, 5D cost 

estimation, clash detection and maintaining a single information source for this 

framework. As mentioned earlier, the importance of 3D visualization, 4D scheduling and 

clash detection are discussed in the literature related to linking BIM, LPS and CSM within 

the construction domain. Also, we argue that because BIM functions have been rapidly 

adopted by construction practitioners (Gholizadeh et al. 2018), the use of these functions 

for the development of a CSM framework will be beneficial for increasing the uptake of 

CSM within the construction domain. 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual integration framework linking BIM, LPS with CSM 

The framework, as shown in Figure 1, begins with the conceptualization stage of a 

construction project, in which owners’ requirements are recognized,. Here, the concept 

design of the product is finalized. Data generated during this stage, such as customer 

needs and corresponding drawings and related BIM data can be stored in a cloud-based 

repository. The 3D visualization is an important BIM function (Sacks et al. 2010) that can 

be used in this stage to explicitly understand the owners’ needs.  

Next, the project moves to the initial design stage during which the basic design of 

the product is finalized. The 3D visualization function can help to compare alternative 

designs (Sacks et al. 2010). We argue that the master planning stage of the LPS can be 

started in this stage as all the activities of the master planning can be accomplished based 
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on the basic design. To efficiently perform this phase, the 4D scheduling function of BIM 

can be used (Bhatla and Leite, 2004; Garrido et al., 2015). Also, the conceptual modeling 

phase of the CSM can be started within the initial design phase considering the inputs of 

the master plan (Abdelmegid et al., 2019). The 5D cost estimation BIM function can 

facilitate this stage to prepare the initial budget based on the master plan.  

Subsequently, the detailed design stage is commenced, during which the schematic 

design is further upgraded by including specific design details. Those details can be stored 

and imported into, and reported from, the BIM information repository (Sacks et al. 2010). 

Based on that information, the project budget can be estimated in detail, and we argue 

that the 5D cost estimation function can play another important role in this regard. The 

phase scheduling and Lookahead Planning of the LPS can be started at this stage, having 

had all of their prerequisites fulfilled. To enhance the performance of Lookahead Planning, 

the clash detection BIM function (Garrido et al. 2015) can be used for which relevant data 

can be imported from the BIM information source. Also, we argue that the conceptual 

modeling phase can be finalized in this stage by having the inputs of phase scheduling 

and Lookahead Planning ready (Abdelmegid et al., 2019). The detailed design fulfils the 

requirements of planning a simulation study. Furthermore, development of the computer 

model can be started upon finalization of the conceptual modeling. 

The final phase of the framework is Construction during which planning and 

execution of construction project activities happen. We argue that some activities, such 

as resource allocation and identifying workable backlogs, of Lookahead Planning can be 

linked to the planning function. The clash detection function of BIM can be used for 

constraint analyses that will support eliminating the existing constraints (Garrido et al. 

2015). Simultaneously, simulation experiments can be performed to optimize resource 

allocation (Hamzeh et al. 2016; Abou-Ibrahim et al. 2019). The 3D visualization function 

of BIM can allow for a better understanding of simulation results (Sandoval et al. 2018).  

The Weekly Work Plan can be prepared and the work can be undertaken accordingly. For 

example, during the very first meeting, the simulation model can be run for the entire 

project considering different production planning scenarios so that the best production 

plan can be selected. Then, the work can be begun on-site according to the selected 

scenario. Moreover, the simulation analysis can be used not only as a production planning 

tool but also as a production control method, according to the progress of the project. The 

understanding gained from experimentations as well as learning acquired from the work 

implementation can be used for improving the reliability of future planning. Also, 

information related to experiments and learning can be stored in BIM server for upgrading 

the LPS and the simulation model (Abdelmegid et al. 2019).  

CONCLUSIONS 
We argue that the new framework will facilitate the use of CSM in construction projects 

by providing a platform for better decision making at the production level. Because this 

framework is enriched with components of BIM and LPS, it can capture the reality of a 

construction system to a great extent. Also, as many construction project stakeholders 

engage through this framework, the negative impact of poor simulation knowledge among 

construction practitioners on CSM can be alleviated.     

In order to further develop this preliminary CSM framework, five research questions 

have been formulated: (1) How can appropriate functions of BIM be selected for 

facilitating with simulation of construction operations?; (2) How can suitable activities of 

LPS be selected for linking with the CSM?;  (3)  At what stages of the CSM process 
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should selected elements of BIM and LPS be incorporated?; (4) How can the linkages 

between BIM and LPS be taken to develop a domain-specific CSM framework for 

construction?; and (5) How can the development of a CSM framework that integrates 

BIM and LPS improve the use of CSM by construction practitioners? 

Next, the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) will be used for the further 

development of the new CSM framework. Under DSRM, serious games will be 

investigated as tools to both develop the framework and to demonstrate the applicability 

of the new CSM framework. Validation of the framework will be achieved by performing 

experiments with the participation of construction practitioners in a serious game-based 

experimental environment which has been developed based on the new CSM framework. 
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